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Abstract

The interplay of the nucleon-nucleon interaction and its observables with the
"fundamental" symmetries of isospin conservation, parity conservation, time-reversal
invariance or CP conservation was realized early on. Many tests of these symmetries
through measurements of particular observables of the nucleon-nucleon interaction have
been made over a time frame spanning some five decades. It is only in the last decade
or so that levels of experimental accuracy have been reached that allow for the de-
duction of quantitative results of significance. Precision measurements have been made
of charge symmetry breaking in n-p elastic scattering (which is the result of isospin
non-conservation) and of parity violation in p-p scattering (which is a manifestation
of the flavour conserving hadronic weak interaction). Time reversal invariance is much
more dificult to study since in this case a null measurement, excluding transmission
measurements, does not exist. In the nudeon-antinucleon system the potential exists of
studying CP non-conservation in a system other than the kaon system. Unfortunately
antiproton beams are at present of insufficient intensity.

1. Charge Symmetry

The validity of charge symmetry has long been of fundamental interest and much
circumstantial evidence has accumulated over the years favouring charge symmetry
breaking (CSB) in order of a percent. Although low energy nucleon-nucleon scattering
studies have shown a slight inequality of the nn and pp scattering lengthsfl] with the nn
scattering length (onn = —18.6 ± 0.4 fm)(2] slightly more negative than the Coulomb-
corrected pp scattering length (<*„ = —17.3 ± 0.4 fm)[3], it has proved very difficult to
remove experimental and theoretical uncertainties to isolate charge symmetry breaking
unequivocally.

A new exjxTimental effort to measure the low-energy n-n scattering parameters is
underway at TRIUMF. The experiment is a triple coincidence measurement of the *~-d
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—» y-n-n reaction with stopped pions. It is anticipated that the n-n scattering length
onn and effective range parameter rnn can be determined to an accuracy comparable to
or better than obtained previously in the PSI measurements.

The inequality of ann and a^ reflects the presence of a charge-asymmetric/charge-
dependent interaction, which preserves symmetry under the interchange of the two
nucleons in isotopic spin space. The interaction can be written Vu = D(T$(\) + T3(2)),
with rj(l) and r3(2) the third components of the isotopic spin of nucleons 1 and 2, and
D a function of space and spin coordinates(4], - the class III interaction.

Charge symmetry also leads to the complete separation of the isoecalar and isovec-
tor components of the n-p interaction. This in turn leads to the equality of the differ-
ential cross sections for polarized neutrons scattering from unpolarized protons and
vice versa. As a result An(0) = Ap(6) where A denotes the analyzing power and where
the subscript represents the polarized nucleon. A nonvanishing asymmetry difference
is directly proportional to the isotopic spin singlet-triplet, spin triplet-singlet mixing
amplitude and therefore direct evidence of a charge-asymmetric/charge-dependent in-
teraction, which is asymmetric under the interchange of nucleons 1 and 2 in isotopic
spin space. The interaction is of the form Vl7 = E(T3(1 ) - T3(2)) + F ( f ( l ) x f(2))3> with
E and F functions of space and spin coordinates,- the class IV interaction. Follow-
ing the scattering formalism as defined by LaFrance and Wtnternitz[6] the scattering
matrix for n-p elastic scattering can be written

M(kf,kt) = ^ ( « + M + ("-M(tfi

+ (c - </)(*, • C)(o7 • C) + e(ax + a2) • n + / (* , - S7) • n} . (1)

Here (, m and ti are unit vectors given as

k k \\ki + k,\ \kj-k,\ \ktXk,\

with ki and kj the initial and final state centre-of-mass nucleon momenta. The ampli-
tudes a, 6,c, d, e, and / are functions of centre-of-mass energy E and scattering angle
6. Written explicitly, the difference in the analyzing powers

AA(0) = An[6) - AP{9) = -He(b-f), (3)

showing the proportionality to / , with a0 the differential cross section for the scat-
tering of unpolarized neutrons from unpolarized protons. Experimental considerations
show that the quantity next in order of difficulty of measuring is the difference in
the spin-correlation parameters Cxt{0) and C,T{9). The correlation parameter CXM has
the projectile spin transverse to the beam direction in the scattering plane and the
target spin longitudinal with the incident beam direction, while for Ctz the reverse
holds. Again charge symmetry leads to the equality of Cx,(0) and CtI(9), but if charge
symmetry is broken then one will be able to measure a difference:

AC(0) = CIt[0) - Cir{0) = -Im(c'f) . (4)

Charge symmetry is n less restrictive form of isotopic spin conservation, according
to which interactions must be invariant under a specific rotation in isotopic spin space



that interchanges every particle with its isotopic spin mirror (rotation by 180° about
the l% axis, which reverses the sign of the third comj>onent of isotopic spin (/3 «-• ~h)).
Consequently on the quark level ft *-* d, on the uu'son level x+ *-* x~t and on the nu-
cleon level p «-» n. Since the nucleon-nucleon interaction in thejmeson exchange model
description is mediated manifestly by pion exchanges, and since the pion masses are in-
variant under the above rotation, experiments that measure charge symmetry breaking
potentially probe smaller isotopic spin non-conservation effects that arise fundamen-
tally at the quark level. In this context, isotopic spin non-conservation stems from the
inequality of the u and d quark masses and from the Coulomb interaction among the
quarks.

The first measurement ever of CSB in n-p elastic scattering was performed at
TRIUMF[7). The measurement of A A = A* - A?, at the zero-crossing angle of the
analyzing power, at an incident neutron energy of 477 MeV, has yielded AA — (47 ±
22 ± 8) x 10~4, a little over two standard deviations effect. More recently the results of
a similar experiment at a neutron energy of 183 MeV performed at IUCF have been
reported(S). The measured value of A A = .4,, — .4,,, averaged over the angular range
82.2° < &cul < 116.1° over which < .4(0) > averages to zero, is (33.1 ± 5.9 ± 4.3) x 10"*,
where again the first error represents mainly the statistical uncertainty and the second
error the systematic uncertainty. The latter result differs from zero by 4.5 standard
deviations (see Fig. 1). It differs from the value expected from the electromagnetic spin-
orbit interaction by 3.4 standard deviations. This difference represents the strongest
experimental evidence to date of CSB in the nuclear interaction. Due to the intrinsic
difficulties present, measurements of AC = Cr, — Czz have not yet been attempted.

There are difficulties in extracting an angular distribution of AA(8). This follows
directly from the expression for the difference in the asymmetries for beam and target
polarized, respectively, or

<»-«, = A.4( A + Pi)/2+ <A > (Pk - P,), (5)

pointing to the need for calibration of the l>eain and target polarizations (P» and P,)
with an accuracy unattainable at present. In the analysis of the IUCF experiment this
difficulty was overcome by adjusting the ratio of (P^/P,) until the error-weighted rms
value of AA(6) over the angular range of the experiment reached minimal variance.
Following this procedure a twelve point angular distribution was obtained. The proce-
dure does not work at 477 MeV where AA(6) and < A(6) > have zero-crossing angles
in close proximity and consequently the angular dependencies are no longer orthogonal.
If the theoretical calculations were consistent in their predictions of the zero-crossing
angle of AA(0) one could in principle also determine AP — P» — Pt and consequently
the angular distribution of AA(6) would follow.

In general the measured analyzing power differences of the IUCF and TRIUMF
experiments are well reproduced by theoretical predictions based on meson exchange
potential models, which indirectly incorporate quark level effects. The calculations in-
clude contributions from one photon exchange (the magnetic moment of the neutron
interacting with the current of the proton), from the neutron-proton mass difference
affecting charged one *- and p-exchange, and from the more interesting isospin mixing
p°-u>° meson exchange. Some other smaller effects (like two jr-exchanges not included in
^-exchange) have also been evaluated. The effects of n0--) exchanges have not yet been
calculated. The th«-oretical results indicated by th<* solid ami dashed lines in Fig. 1 are
based on a momentum space version of thr Bonn nucloon-imcleon potential[9). Note



that the first two contributions mentioned suffice to give a theoretical prediction in
agreement with the TRIUMP result. This is because at 477 MeV the effect arising from
p°-J° mixing crosses zero close to the zero-crossing angle of < A($) >. It is clear that
the IUCF result at 183 MeV requires inclusion of the /*°-u/° meson mixing contribution,
an approximately two standard deviation effect.
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Fig. 1. Measured values of AA = An - Ap for n-p elastic scattering at 183 MeV(IUCF)
and 477 MeV(TRlUMF). The horizontal lines represent theoretical predictions of
HHT(Ref.[9]).

The differences in the calculations of Holzenkainp, Holinde and Thomas (HHT){9]
and of Beyer and Williams (BW)|10) reflect the poorly known pNN and u>NN coupling
constants. The better agreement with the data provided by calculations employing the
stronger coupling constants measures internal consistence among the ingredients of the
HHT calculations. A calculation self-consistent in the isotopic spin conserving neutron-
proton interaction would be most welcome. However, the theoretical picture may be far
from settled as argued in several recent papers about off-energy-shell effects(ll].

In order to delineate the various contributions to CSB, a new measurement at
350 MeV has been made at TRIUMF (E3C9) (Ref.(12]), with data taking completed
in the spring of 1993. This new measurement is very similar to the earlier TRIUMF
measurement at 477 MeV(7). Again designed as a null experiment, its goal is to achieve
an accuracy in &A = AH- Ap of ±0.000C(or ±0.015° in the zero crossing angle), which
is a factor four improvement over the earlier measurement. The 350 MeV neutron beam
was produced using the (p,n) reaction on deuterium. The proton beam had an inten-
sity of about 2 ft A and a polarization of about 0.70 and was incident on a 0.21 m long
LD2 target. The energy, the polarization, the position and direction of the proton beam
were monitored throughout the experiment and controlled (in the case of position and
direction) using a feedback system coupling two sets of split-plate secondary emission
monitors (which determined the median of the intensity distribution) with steering
magnets upstream in the beaut transport hue. At the two sets of split-plate secondary
emission monitors the beam position was kepi fixed with a a < 0.1mm in both x
and y intensity profiles). The l>eaun energy monitor, based on range determinations,
allowed the beam energy to be kept constant with a a of less than 30 keV (through
minute changes iu rf of the cyclotron and stripper foil position). The polarization was



transferred from the proton to the neutron by making use of the large sideways to
sideways polarization transfer coefficient r, (-0.88 at 3C4 MeV). Required rotations of
the polarization directions are obtained by a solenoid magnet (for the proton polariza-
tion direction) and a combination of two dipole magnets (for the neutron polarization
direction). The 9° neutron beam passed a 3.3 m long, tapered steel collimator before
impinging on a frozen spin type polarized proton target positioned at 12.85 m from the
centre of the LD2 target. The frozen spin target contains butanol beads of ~ 1.5 mm
diameter contained in a target cell of dimensions 20 mm wide, by 35 mm long, by 55
mm high. Typical polarizations were 0.80 or higher. Scattered neutrons were detected
in the angle range 24.0° to 42.4s in large area scintillation counters, while the recoil pro-
tons were observed in scintillation counter/wire chamber telescopes nominally centred
at 53*. The detection apparatus had reflection symmetry about the neutron beam axis
to increase the event rate and allow certain systematic errors to be cancelled (a three
dimensional picture of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2). At the zero-crossing
angle all systematic errors, except those due to background corrections, are eliminated
to second order. With a solid angle considerably larger than in the previous experiment
(at 477 MeV) it will be possible to obtain an angular distribution for A.4(0) which
includes a region where the interesting /»°-u>° mixing is relatively large. But note that
at most the shape of the angular distribution of A.4 is accessible in these experiments
unless one is able to determine A P / P with high precision, where A P — Pi — Pt and
p = (Pk + P,)/2. In order to arrive at the desired precision in A.4(0) of about ±0.0020
in bins of a few degrees, the experiment made use of the high intensity provided by
the recently developed optically pumped polarized H" ion source. Using various slits
inside the cyclotron it was possible to reduce the time spread of the neutron beam to
less than 1 ns (FWHM), thus improving time-of-flight measurements considerably.
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Fig. 2. Three dimensional view of the doled ion apparatus.

Neutron-proton scattering events are identified using vertex reconstruction and
cuts on opening angle, on coplanarity, on the neutron energy, the proton energy and
their energy sum, and on the transverse momentum sum. Alternatively, constraints are
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applied to the sum of the \ 2 variables. Data analysis is progressing well with a final
result expected in a year's time.

Another experiment that tests the effects of class IV interactions is the measure-
ment of the forward-backward asymmetry in the reaction n-p —» d-*°. In the absence of
such interactions isospin is conserved and consequently the angular distribution is sym-
metric about 90* in the centre-of-mass. A nonvanishing forward-backward asymmetry
difference in the deuteron angular distribution

is direct evidence of a charge-asymmetric/charge-dependent interaction, which is asym-
metric under the interchange of nucleons 1 and 2 in isotopic spin space.

The first calculations of Af% by Cheung tt «/.(13] focussed on energies near the
A resonance and found that the dominant contribution to Aft at these energies was
*°-T) mixing. Later more complete calculations by Niskanen tt «/(14| show an energy
dependence of Aji that suggests a large negative value below 300 MeV. Recent cal-
culations(14] give an angle integrated value of approximately -50 • 10~4 for Aj% near
280 MeV with *°~r) and iro-»;' mixing contributing altnont an order of magnitude more
than the n-p mass difference affecting charged one ir-and ^-exchange and p°-ut° mixing.
These contributions are strongly dependent on the meson mixing matrix elements and
on the tjNN coupling constant. While .4/» has been measured for a range of energies,
the large uncertainties of these measurements make them rather incondusive(15-18].

A new measurement of .4/» at 281 MeV is in a preparatory stage at TRIUMF[19].
Using a broad range magnetic spectrometer set at zero degrees, the full angular distribu-
tion of the recoil deuterons will be measured in a single momentum setting, eliminating
many systematic uncertainties. Remaining systematic uncertainties will be suppressed
by measuring the response of deuterons with the same momentum and trajectory from
p-p —» d-x+, which must be symmetric about 90° in the centre-of-mass. It is intended
to measure Aj^ with a precision of approximately ±7 * 10~*.
2. The flavour conserving hadronic weak interaction: parity violation ex-

periments

Because flavour changing neutral currents are almost completely suppressed by
the G.I.M. mechanism, the study of hadronic neutral currents in nuclear systems pro-
vides a unique window of hadronic weak neutral currents. Parity violation in nuclear
systems is the only flavour conserving process in which hadronic weak neutral currents
can be observed. At low and intermediate energies, the parity violating weak N-N
interaction is described in terms of a meson exchange model involving a strong inter-
action vertex, and a weak interaction vertex. The strong interaction vertex is thought
to be understood and is represented by the conventional parameterization of the N-N
interaction. The weak interaction vertex is calculated from the Weinberg-Salam model
assuming the W- and Z-bosons are exchanged between the intermediate mesons (*, p,
and u>) and constituent quarks of the nucleon. The interaction can then be described
in terms of six weak ineson-nucleon coupling constants. The exchange of neutral scalar
mesons is suppressed by CP conservation by a factor of a few times 10~3. The six weak
meson-nucleon coupling constants (/,J,/»J|,/*J,/»', h^h^, with the superscripts indicat-
ing isospin changes) have been calculated by Dcsplanques, Donoghue, and Holstein
(DDH)[20) synthesizing the quark mode] ami SU(G) and treating strong interaction ef-
fects in renonnnlization group theory. These authors tabulated "best guess values" and
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"reasonable ranges". Similar calculalions have been made more recently by Dubovik and
Zenkin (DZ)(21j. Extending the earlier work in the nucleon sector, Feldman, Crawford,
Dubach and Holstein (FCDH)|22] included the weak A-nucleon-meson and A-A-meson
parity violating vertices for *,/>, and u> mesons. The latter authors also present both
theoretical "best guess" values and a theoretical "reasonable range" for the weak meson-
nucleon coupling constants. Using the expressions of an earlier paper by Desplanques
(D)[23J the same authors present a third set of weak meson-nucleon coupling constants.
It is apparent that these coupling constants carry considerable ranges of uncertainty
(see Table 1). A complete determination of the six weak meson-nucleon coupling con-
stants requires at least six linearly independent pieces of experimental information.
As of to date essentially only four experimental constraints of significance exist. As a
consequence one needs several new precision parity violation measurements.

Measurements of parity violation have dealt with nuclei where nuclear matrix
elements amplify the parity violating part of the hadronic interaction, as in measure-
ments of the circular polarization of gamma rays emitted from parity mixed doublets
of nuclei in the 2»-\d shell(24] and in measurements of the helicity dependence of the
scattering cross section or capture cross section of epithermal neutrons on heavy nu-
clei, like 23*U and 232Th (Ref.[24j). For these measurements there is a dynamical en-
hancement factor consisting of the product of the reciprocal of the energy difference
of the parity mixed states and the ratio of the particle decay widths of the states in
question. The total enhancement factor may be as large as 10* giving parity violating
effects in the order of a percent or larger. Other measurements have dealt with the
circular polarization of 7 rays in n-p capture[2G] or have dealt with the angle-averaged

Table 1. Weak mesou-nurleou couplings constants

Coupling

K

K
hi

range
XlO7

(DOM)

0 - 11.4
-31 — 11.4
-0.38 - 0

-11.0— -7.6
-10.3 — 5.7
-1.9 — -0.8

"best value*
XlO7

(DDK)
4.6

-11.4
-0.19
-9.5
-1.9
-1.1

riicorctiral
value
XlO7

(DZ)
1.3

-8.3
0.39
-6.7
-3.9
-2.2

range
XlO7

(FCOII)
0 - 6.5

-31 — 11
-1.1 - 0.4
-9.5 - -6.1
-10.6-2.7
-3.8 - -1.1

'best value'
XlO7

(rcDii)
2.7
-3.8
-0.4
-6.8
-4.9
-2.3

value
XlO7

(D)

2.7
-6.1
-0.4
-6.8
-6.5
-2.3

Experimental
best fit
XlO7

4.3
-3.9

-0.15
-7.3
-5.9
-2.2

range
XlO7

0.3 -* 8.4
-6.4 - -1.3

-0.21 - -0.10

-6.7 - -5.1
-2.3 - -2.1

longitudinal analyzing power A, in jJ-̂ He (27), in p-d [28], or in p-p scattering [29].
Here At is defined as A. = {a* — o~)f(o+ + a"), where <x+ and a~ represent the
scattering cross sections for polarized incident protons of positive and negative helicity,
respectively, integrated over some appropriate angle range. A non-zero value of A,
implies parity violation due to the non-zero pseudoscalar observable a • p, with a the spin
and p the momentum of the incident particle. It is to be noted that the measurement
of At in p-p scattering is sensitive only to the short-range part of the parity violating
interaction. In practice, it is almost impossible to measure the angular dependence of
the longitudinal analyzing power Az(6) and consequently the measurements have to
resort to an angle-Hveraged longitudinal analyzing |>ower .4,. This can be accomplished
through a scattering measurement, restricted to the lower energies, or a transmission
(attenuation) measurement.
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Impressively precise measurements of .4, in p-p scattering have been made at 13.6

MeV [4, = (-O.93±O.2O±O.O5)xlO-7J at the University of Bonn|30j and 45 MeV(j4, =
(-1.50 ± 0.22) x 10"7], at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) |31j. These measurements
involve essentially only the first parity violating transition amplitude ('So-3Po) in a
partial wave decomposition of A.. Note that from the PSI measurement at 45 MeV and
the y/E energy dependence of At at low energies one can extrapolate A, at 13.6 MeV to
he A, = ( -0.8±0.1)xl0~ 7 . Both results allow pinning down the combination of effective
p and u> weak meson-nucleon coupling constants h» and h» with h? = A* + hl

0 + h\jy/§
and h» = n° + hi. Following the approach of Adelberger and Haxton(32], the most
significant nuclear parity violation data were used in fitting a two-parameter expression
based on the formalism of DDH. It is apparent that the precise measurements of A,
in p-p scattering have helped in constraining the range of values for h, and hv (see
table 1). However the experimental value for /J = f(o.28i25j • lO"7] is still at the
border of the deduced range[24]. The energy dependence of the first two partial wave
contributions to At corresponding to the transition amplitudes (I5o-3i'o) and (*Pi—lDt)
are shown in Fig. 3 (Ref.|33|). In the low energy region there is good agreement between
these theoretical predictions and exiieriment. There exists one measurement of A, in
p-p scattering at the higher energy of 800 MeV (.4.- = (2.4 ± l . l ) • 10"7) (Ref. [341).

A2x10
Porilol Wov« Contribution* to A.

- • 4

- 1 4

- 1 4

Cn«rgy (M«V)

Fig. 3. Partial wave contributions to A- in fi—p scattering as a function of incident energy.

As shown in Fig. 3 a unique feature is present at 230 MeV: The ('So-3PO) partial
wave contribution to A, integrates to zero. This reflects the direct cancellation of 'So
and 3/o strong interaction phases and is completely independent of the weak meson-
nucleon coupling constants. Thus, with the exception of a small contribution (~ 5%)
from the ('-Dj-3/^) transition amplitude, a measurement of A, at this energy constitutes
a measurement of the ( ^ J - ' D J ) partial wave contribution alone. It has been shown by
Simonius (35] that the (3P2-

lDi) partial wave contribution depends only weakly on
u>-exchange whereas /^-exchange and w-exchange contribute to the ('So—3PQ) transition
amplitude with equal weight. Consequently, a measurement of .4, at 230 MeV consti-
tutes a determination of h*p. The energy dependence of the real parts of the p-p phase
shifts predicts that, neglecting inelasticity, the ('.Dj-3/*) transition amplitude changes
sign at about C50 MeV, and that the ( 3 A- 'P i ) transition amplitude changes sign at



about 950 MeV. Consequently a precision measurement at an energy of 650 MeV as
well as at 230 MeV would then provide determinations of both h? and /ij* and would
be complementary to the low energy measurements of At in p-p scattering.

Various theoretical predictions of the longitudinal analyzing power .4, have been
reported; at 230 MeV the values for A. predicted are +0.6 x 10"r (Ref. (33)), +0.7x 10~7

(Ref. (36)), and +0.6 x 10~T (Ref. (37)). Extensions of the single meson exchange model
have been made to include 2» and pa exchange via N - A intermediate states to which
the (3Pj—lD<t) transition amplitude is particularly sensitive. For example, Iqbal and
Niskanen [36] find that the A isobar contribution at 230 MeV may be as large as the
single p exchange contribution, enhancing the value of At by a factor of two. This
indicates that an accuracy of ±2 x 10~* in A, at 230 MeV would provide a significant
determination of parity violation in p-p scattering. Such an experiment is in an advanced
state of preparation at TRIUMF (38).

In the TRIUMF experiment a beam of 500 nA with a polarization of ~0.80,
extracted from the optically pumped polarized ion source, is accelerated through the
cyclotron to an energy of 230 MeV. A combination of solenoid-dipole-solenoid-dipole
magnets in the beam line provides a longitudinally polarized beam with positive or
negative hclicity. Beam transport is arranged iu such a manner that an achromatic
waist is produced at the detection apparatus with the horizontal and vertical beam
parameters decoupled from each other. The quantity A, then follows from the he-
licity dependence of the p-p total cross section as determined in precise measure-
ments of the transmission through or the scattering from a 0.40 m long LHj target:
At = ( - l /P)(7yS)CT + - T-)/(T+ + r - ) , and .4.- = (1/P)(5+ - S-)/(S+ + 5"), re-
spectively, where P is the incident beam longitudinal polarization, T = 1 — S is the
average transmission through the target, and the + and — signs indicate the helicity
state.

There are many other effects which mimic such a helicity correlated change in
transmission or scattering. Very strict constraint;; are imposed on the incident longitu-
dinally polarized beam in tenns of position, direction, emittance, intensity, polarization
and energy together with deviations of the detection apparatus from cylindrical sym-
metry. Systematic errors, arising from the imperfections are individually not to exceed
one tenth of the total error on .4 t. Particularly troublesome are residual transverse
polarizations. Of these, the so-called "circulating" or first moments of transverse po-
larization (< rPy > and < yPr >) are predicted from simulations to give systematic
errors of At of about 4 x 10~s mm'1 . In addition to the strict constraints on incident
beam and detection apparatus, required to minimize systematic errors, the approach
which will be followed is to further measure the sensitivity to residual errors, to monitor
these errors and to make corrections as necessary.

AH the required diagnostic and measurement apparatae have been designed, con-
structed and tested in a large number of engineering runs on several beam lines. The
only exception is the LHj target which is still under construction. The beam line ded-
icated to the parity violation experiment will IK* completed this fall so that control
measurements and data taking can commence in 1994.

Figure 4 provides a diagram of the ex]M*rimental setup (transmission measure-
ment). The beam, incident from the lower right, passes first a series of diagnostic
devices - a pair of l>enm intensity profile monitors (IPM's), which also determine the
beam current median, and a pair of transverse polarization profile monitors (PPM's)
- before reaching the LH2 target which is preceded and followed by transverse electric
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Fig. 4. Three dimensional view of the parity violation experiment at 230 MeV at TRIUMF.

field ionization chambers (TRIC's) which measure the beam current. Fast steering,
ferrite core, magnets acting through a feed back loop keep the beam current median
fixed to ±10 //in at the target. The suj>erronducting solenoid between the fast steering
magnets is for control measurements only and is normally turned off. The incident
beam is stopped in a well shielded beam dump. Table 2 presents the requirements on
beam and detector properties and what has been achieved so far. Clearly the parity
apparatus is meeting the design specifications.

Further measurements of A. in p-p scattering are being planned at COSY [39].
The incident proton energies are 230 MeV, for reasons outlined above, and 1.5 GeV.
The choice of the latter energy or even higher energy available at COSY (< 2.5 GeV)

Table 2. Beam property and detector requirements

Beam
property

I
E

x,y
oT%ot

Aram

Nominal
dc value

500 nA
230 MeV

0
5 mm

0
0

Random
fluct.

y = o.oi
42keV
0.1 mm
0.1 mm

0.01
0.1 mm

llclirity
corr.

y = io-»
5eV

0.001 mm
0.001 nun

0.001
10-* mm

Deter lor

TRIC
DEM
IPM
IPM
PPM
PPM

Required
error (1 sec)

y = 3 x io-?t

1 mm
0.01 mm

0.1
0.1 mm

Achieved
error (1 we)

0.4 < a < 1.0"
27 keV(<r)

0.1 mm
0.01 mm

0.02
0.1 mm

*(o is a function of beam current, gas pressure, high voltage, collector plate configuration and digitising
frequency),

•(for o = 0 5)

is in part motivated by the earlier 5.13 GeV measurement of A, (on a water target)
at the ZGS which resulted in A, = (2G.5 ± 6.0) * 10~7 (Ref. (40)). The theoretical
prediction shown in Fig. 5 is due to Goldman and Preston (42). It is based on a diquark
model giving a pant}- violating component of the nttcleon wave function. The theoretical
interpretation of the unexpectedly large result at 5.13 GeV has created a great deal of
controversy [43] and has been criticised. It was followed more recently with a rebuttal by
one of the original authors(44). Clearly, the 5.13 GeV result presents a great challenge
both in terms of experimental confirmation through a new measurement (at an energy
of tens of GeV) and theoretical explanation. Such a measurement may be performed
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Fig. 5. Energy dependence of A,. Various theoretical curves are compared to the data.
The predictions of lqbal and Niskaneu (Ref. (3(ij) and Oka (Ref. (41]) are based on the
meson exchange model, the one of Goldman and Preston (Itef. [42]) on a diquark model.

at an advanced hadroa facility with its intense longitudinally polarized proton beam
( / > l / i A , P a 0.7) [45].

3. CP

CP non-conservation has been established exclusively through measurements of
the parameter ( iu A*0 decays. Although CP non-conservation can be accommodated
within the framework of the standard model, its origiu and magnitude remain obscure.
One of the more important questions is whether CP non-conservation is unique to
the neutral knon system or whether CP non-conservation is also manifested by other
particles as predicted by the standard model, e.g., in the decays of hyperons and neutral
2?-mesons. Another important question is whether CP non-conservation occurs only in
|AS| = 2 weak decays, as formulated by the superweak model of Wolfenstein[46], or is
also demonstrated in direct JASJ = 1 transitions, as predicted by the standard model.
However, the observation of direct CP non-conservation remains elusive, stemming from
the discrepancy between the latest CERN (NA31) and FNAL (E731) results on e'/e:
He(('l() = (2.3±0.7)xl0-3(Ref. [47]) and7Je(<7<) = (7.4±5.2±2.9)xlQ-« (Ref. (48]),
respectively. Consequently, any non-zero result from any other system sensitive to direct
CP non-conservation would be very important. Limits on the magnitude of CP non-
conservation are less useful, especially in nuclear systems where there are uncertainties
in interpretation. There exists no direct evidence for time-reversal non-invariance but
it is strongly implied by CPT invariance together with CP non-conservation.

Straight forward in interpretation are comparisons of decay asymmetries in hy-
peron non-leptonic decays, as in A —• pir+ and A —» px~, from the analysis of J/V» —» AA
decays and from the exclusive process pp —• AA. For the reaction pp —* AA and also
pp —• z. H~ four quantities may be considered for which non-zero values would indicate
CP non-conservation:

A

.4

B

B'

(/* +
/*)/(« - 5 )
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where F, a, and 0 refer to the antihy]>erun. In these ratios, F, a, and 0 are the partial
decay width and the decay parameters for a given non-leptonic decay mode of the
hyperon. The latter are given in Table 3 (49].

Table 3: E~ and A0 iiyperon decay parameters.

Mode o 0
5" -» A0*" -0.45G ± 0.014 0.062 ± 0.062
A0 -* pit- 0.642 ± 0.013 -0.087 ± 0.047

The ratios can be estimated to be related by roughly 0.1.0 as B* « 10A « 100A.
Note that the source of A is an interference between | A / | = | and | transitions, whereas
the quantities A, B, and B' are stemming chiefly from an interference between S and
P-wave amplitudes in the |A/ | = £ transitions. Estimates of A(A°) are of the order
10"4 to 10-*[50].

Prom an experimental point of view it is most promising to measure the ratio
A(A°) which reflects the difference in the A and X decay asymmetry parameters. The
ratio 2?'(A°) has a greater sensitivity to a CP non-couserving effect. It depends on a
measurement of the difference on the polarizations of the A and A decay products with
the decay product (proton) polahzatiou given by

_ (a + PA • PP)P, + /*(/»A * J>,) + v7! - « ' - 02\p, x (PA X P,)]

where PA is the A hyperon polarization and p , is the proton momentum direction in
the rest frame of the A. Such a measurement requires knowledge of analyzing powers
to a level which cannot be obtained at present (certainly not for antiprotons). The
asymmetry parameter

.4 = (oPA + txPj)/{aPA - TiPf)

has been determined at CERN-LEAR (PS1S5), .4 = -0.022 ± 0.019 (51). It represents
the average of various incident p momenta. It might be possible with improvements in
the incident p beam and in the detection system to improve on the above results. It is
to be noted that if -4(A°) as 10"* is to be measured with 3 a accuracy, about 5 * 10*
events would be needed.

For a measurement of the ratio D\ the exclusive production process pp —* z,*zi~ —»
AJT+AX~ presents a promising, unique case. It would allow for measuring the hyperon
decay products polarization differences in addition to the decay products asymmetries.
The exclusive production process pp -* z?E~ cannot be reached at CERN-LEAR.
With very little prospect for constructing a SuperLEAR facility at CERN, the study
of the exclusive production process pp —» "+H~, to search for AS = 1 direct CP
non-conservation, awaits the realization of an advanced hadron facility.

Another possibility is to produce secondary beams of ~* and H~ hyperons and
to study their respective decays (FNAL(PSTl)) (52). In a narrow forward cone the ™+

and H~ hyperons will be unpolarized and consequently their decay products A and A
will be in a helicity state with polarization given by ft> and Q£, respectively. One can
then determine the decay products asymmetry parametcr

.4 =
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If 4 x 109 E" and * + decays can bo collected in fixed target runs, a measurement of
the decay parameter asymmetry .4 to a sensitivity of 10~4 may he reached.

4. Summary

The intermediate energy physics facilities have made it possible to measure the
violation of symmetry relations and conservation laws to very high precision, probing
in many cases previously inaccessible features of strongly interacting particles. Spin is
an important commodity in studying such violations in JV — N and Jf — N systems.
These studies have given a perspective of a broad range of future precision experiments
which strongly depend on the realization of an advanced hadron facility.
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